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Ã¢Å“â€•Master the muscular system, benefit from realistic medical anatomy illustrations that will help

you master the muscular system with effortlessness while you're having fun coloring the different

detailed muscles of the body and then comparing them with a labeled version; which you can also

color. Ã¢Å“â€•Human Anatomy & Physiology Coloring, having a better understanding and learning

the muscular system in detail can be achieved through coloring, coloring will improve your studying

ability and help increase your reference recall by fixating the anatomical images in your mind for

easy visual recall later on just from the simple physical activity of coloring.Ã¢Å“â€•Activity process ,

the hold activity process of coloring is intended to imprint on your memory the different shapes and

location of each muscles, which will help you to visually recall later the different shapes and location

of each muscle, biology.Ã¢Å“â€•Interactive approach , so instead of hours and hours and hours of

memorization, the muscular system coloring book will help you learn through an interactive
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Pamphletbooks Our goal at Pamphletbooks is to create content and illustrations that is very realistic,

visually precise that communicate complex medical information that help teach medical students,

medical professional and the general public.

Realistic, is the word I would use to describe this coloring book and also one of the frequent word I

continually heard from my O.R. co-workers when I showed them this book was, "You can see the

actual muscles".I was looking for a muscular system coloring book that was a coloring book, not a

convoluted page that was so crowded you can't make out any of the illustrated muscles because

they were so small.This book doesn't have that problem, except for some of the pages with three

labeled illustrations on them, but they are there for you to see the anterior, lateral and posterior

views of that particular extremity, side by side.So in a nutshell for an example you have the anterior,

lateral, and posterior arm unlabeled; which you can easily see and color each individual

muscle.Next you have the same extremity with all three views labeled and again you can color each

individual muscles but this time all the muscles are labeled.And once more, now you have all three

positions, anterior, lateral, posterior on the same page label to view side by side and color again.I



like this lay out concept, because it appears to me your being force to learn from repetition. Using

my example above, as far as how many times your given the opportunity to color each of the

illustrations above, 3 time for each position; which give you a total 9 times.Love it.

Suggested supplies needed:1. One regular pencil2. One box of coloring pencilsYou'll have 6 or 8

example of each illustrated anatomic position to work with:1. Anterior body unlabeled (Your required

to draw a line to each muscle and label and color each one) this action will reinforce and help you

remember each muscle name and its location.2. Anterior body labeled (Use this illustration as your

reference for your unlabeled illustration) and you can color this illustration.3. Lateral body unlabeled

( Fine muscles and draw a line to them and label them then color them).4. Lateral body labeled (

This illustration is your reference for the unlabeled illustration, coloring this illustration will reinforce

the action you took with the unlabeled version)5. Posterior body unlabeled ( Identify each muscle

and label them and color them).6. Posterior body labeled ( Color each labeled muscle and use this

illustration as your reference for labeling the unlabeled posterior body).7. Anterior, Lateral, Posterior

illustration unlabeled.8. Anterior, Lateral, Posterior illustration labeled.The act of doing all of the

above will reinforce your memory of the location and name of each of the muscles.

I wish I had seen the one star review here before ordering. 1) The line drawings are very light in my

copy, and it is difficult to see some of the lines going to the muscles; 2) some of the full body

illustrations are 'Squashed' onto the page, making the body look "obese"... not sure why this was

done, because the same illustration on the subsequent pages are not distorted. 3) I know this is not

a grammar book, but it has numerous errors that were not edited out (your instead of you're, etc.,) --

which doesn't affect the coloring aspect, but just made the whole thing seem more juvenile. As the

one-star reviewer said... it's cheap for a reason. Only buy this if you cannot possibly find anything

else. For elementary school....maybe. For anyone studying anything more advanced, I would NOT

recommend this.

This book is great for the beginner. If you have a desire to get a comprehensive overview without

being overwhelmed, this is for you! The pictures are detailed and complete. I would recommend it

as a visual aid that would complement your A & P class.

I originally purchased this coloring book to familiarize my 12 year old with anatomy, however both

my 6 year old and 15 year old fell in love with the Muscular System Coloring Book. The book is



extremely detailed and allows users to color and learn at the same time. It is very educational and

offers my kids hours of fun daily.

Total crap, looks like my mom printed it and messed with page setup and the printing options. Many

of the illustrations are distorted, like extremely long/short hands and heads. Lacks detail, maybe I

expected too much but in high school the books were super detailed and more realistic if you will, go

buy it in book store so you aren't sad after you open the book.

Not the most accurate book and hard to make out what I am coloring since they use wacky fonts. Its

nice for a backup thing to study on a long trip or something.
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